
 

There were many similar comments but also a variety of thoughts from the various perspectives 

represented at the KC Food Management Summit.  Below is a summary of the comments and notes 

from the breakout sessions from April 13, 2021.  

Are there any voices or is there any information missing from your 

conversations? 

• A central location to look up information regarding regulations is needed 

• Build customer base on a weekly routine basis  

• Information Needed 
o How many people served?  - What is the impact?  

o Understanding the Good Samaritan Law  

o Find a list of animal shelters, zoos or facilities that might be able to use food waste 

o  

• Voices 

o People in the room are trying to solve the problem – not the beneficiary of the 

solution 

o Need to see more from grocery stores and restaurant workers, understanding what 

can still be donated, food dating 

o How much are producers involved in the conversation? 

o Not enough from distribution and consumers 

o Feedback from customers and organizations served 

▪ What are their barriers to access? 

o Fraternal organizations  

o Churches  

o Transportation planners 

o Policy makers 

o Diversity of race and income in conversation 

o Those who experience food insecurity 

• Anaerobic digestion 

o Connect to wastewater services 

o Dodge City is capturing their gases and it is quite profitable 

o KSU has worked with food manufacturer (Smith Foods) to digest food waste 

o There was money from EPA available last year 

 

 



 

 

What stakeholder outreach methods have you used that were successful? 

• MARC offers grant funding and many organizations have taken advantage of that – need money to bring 
people to the table; also have connections throughout the community in multiple sectors 

• Matt Riggs as himself or as Eco Elvis 

• Pantry managers and kitchen staff  

• Partners in the food system and connecting the resources  

• Make yourself known 

• Branding 

• Be willing to bring things to the table that people need 

• Incorporate what people need for their project (not your project) 

• Opportunities for networking like this are valuable 

• On-farm solutions that do not add work for the farmer and add economic benefit can get 

attention 

• Local familiarity/relationships/understanding of need (KC Community Garden, KCCG) 

• Building a network of farmers 

• Cold calls, face-to-face, network of agency connections 

• Social media to connect with supporters & other agencies 

• Grower Conferences to connect 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

What makes donating food in KC easy? 

• Having an organization like Harvesters that has a network of locations, partnerships with 

grocery stores 

• After the Harvest can go to farmers and recover food that was unsold 

• Locations that can accept refrigerated items 

• Neighborhood pantries like little libraries (blessing boxes in Manhattan, “Parking lot pantries”) 

• Lots of opportunities and places to donate 

• Purchasing power of organizations like Harvesters – ease of donating cash instead of canned 

goods 

• Good Samaritan Law 

• Food drives at schools, businesses etc. – able to contribute where you already go instead of 

taking somewhere else 

• Cultivating new ways of doing things – creative donation  

• The metro is easily accessible from a transportation perspective to receive donations 

• People have a heart to help people    

• Food waste is an issue and there is a need 

• Plenty of donation times for drop off without calling ahead; then, getting it quickly turned 

around to those who need it  

• Infrastructure is there    

• Strong food network – urban/rural farms- distributors   

• A portion of food coming from producers – we are in the heart of the agricultural Midwest  

• Feeding America’s Meal Connect app 

• Variety of types of food that is accepted 

• Options from fresh – composted – CPG (packaged products) 

• Volunteers will pick it out of the field, bag it, deliver to the user, report back to the donor for 

tax implications 

• Neighborhood food pantry is easy to donate to because of location; feels good to take care of 

those who are close to you 

 

 

 

 

 



 

What makes donating food in KC difficult? 

• High turnover rate of grocery store workers makes it difficult to train on protocols for 

donating food (see Denver example for food handling training) 

• Regulations are different in KS and MO, which creates confusion 

• Lack of refrigeration (see Iowa grant program to fund fridges; After the Harvest using cave 

storage) 

• COVID restrictions 

• Sharing prohibited in schools 

• Expectation of some donors is unrealistic  

• Capacity to meet the need of those donors 

• Timeliness – needs to work with the orgs structure and capacity – can frustrate the donor if it 

does not meet their timeframe 

• Harvesters has pulled back on the food recovery and asked organizations to take on the 

expenses 

• Educational component – Communication on organizations ability to take donations 

• Seasons matter and balancing excess in summer vs limited spring/winter 

• Education of how to use produce for home usage  

• It is such a large geographic area - may not be close to a facility 

• Marrying of transportation and waste disposal strategies tied to the Climate Action Plan 

• Access to timely and adequate transportation for prepared food 

• Lack of clear information about what can and cannot be donated  

• It is easier to throw away than to donate 

• Central location for information about food distribution needed 

• Restricted by company (grocery) policies (e.g., what they are allowed to donate) 

• Lack of organizations willing to pick up from events and package, deliver to those in need 

• The cost of packaging can be prohibitive 

• Web-based resource to access different agencies is challenging to go to for the donor or the 

recipient – what is the ONE good resource with the capacity to organize 

• Refrigerated trucking is hard to get to 

• Distributor cost to organize product, time, drivers, etc. 

• Restaurants/large organization trash costs are low vs. paying to have compost picked up 

• Small composting/recycling companies are treated as solid-waste companies with higher 

regulatory costs for insurance, fees, licensing, etc. 

• Pick-up truck vs. $100,000 units picking up trash 

• Inconsistent licensing 

• Costs more to do the right thing 

• Supply change variability 



 

What does your organization need or what can your organization do to 

make donation easier? 

• MARC SWMD could serve as a hub for information (online portal) to help provide a more 

complete picture, help people plug into the system, food waste info and donating 

opportunities 

• Map the food system with contact info and resources for each organization 

• Outreach to farmers to share the gleaning process and make it easier for them to donate 

leftover produce left in the field 

• Access to the Food Keeper book, promote other existing resources from universities, apps for 

consumers 

• Connections throughout the region 

• Extension provides outreach on food safety, preparation, preservation, etc., family consumer 

science training – capitalize on local opportunities and expand capacity 

• Recipe cards – how to use the produce at home – nutritional information 

• Preservation options in safe and secure manner    

• Shared partnership opportunities and responsibilities  

• Conversations up and down the food systems 

• What is our goal around food and the food system from the metro perspective – Shared 

Vision with Objectives – Putting action to our words 

• Beyond capacity and growing operations  

• What are the standards of improvement?  

• What is the root cause and steps to address this cause? 

• Innovation – technology to help this along  

• Pollution Prevention Institute created a food bank map on their website; it is not yet filled in 

for state of KS; could be a graduate student project 

• Some farmers do value-add (canning, preserving); but it adds cost (and loss) when it is 

donated 

• Education and shared resources with the communities 

• Stop keeping the secret!! 

• Networking with other agencies, coalitions, organizations, more conversations 

• Local government policies to prevent food waste 

• Where does the waste go after it is discarded? Composting vs. trash 

• Community/environmental value 

• Must go beyond the do-gooders 

• What is the mechanism to ensure enforcement? Fines can encourage watchdogs. 

 



 

Main Takeaways 

• It is hard to identify who all is doing the work – reducing waste/feeding hungry people-an 

umbrella organization 

• Need for education – safe food handling, appropriate methods – healthy eating 

• Getting governments on board to adopt curbside composting 

• Engaging farmers in the food waste topic – cost/benefit 

• Central location for information 

• Relationships – building them, connecting resources – pantries, decision-makers, impacts 

• Inclusion – trying to connect all the groups – from producer to end user – what is the real 

need? 

• Logistics – better coordination – distribution hub? 

• Infrastructure of processing compost – need more composters  

• Diversity of organizations that can provide capacity – Restaurant association, etc. 

• Missing conversation with stakeholders who are being served 

• Logistics of getting the food out 

• Outreach should be simple and easy 

• Financial impacts in outreach 


